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Work Instruction

Display a list of POs with Outstanding GR or IR
When to Use
To display a list of Purchase Orders with outstanding goods receipts (goods still be delivered) or
invoice receipts (invoices to be paid). This list is to be reviewed to determine if the purchase order item(s)
should remain active or if it should be cancelled/finalized.

Steps
1. Use Report Variant: /PO Display [Display of PO by Purchasing Group]
2. Identify purchasing organization, selection parameter, purchasing group, and document date range
3. Display the list of purchase orders in AMS.

Detailed Procedures
Access the transaction using:
Menu

Logistics >> Materials management >> Purchasing >> Purchase
Order >> List Displays >> By PO Number

Transaction ME2N
code
Selection Screen:
A selection variant named "/PO DISPLAY" has been established to restrict the purchase order list display.
Only purchase orders with outstanding goods receipts or invoice receipts, that have not been deleted or
cancelled will be displayed.
Click

Get Variant icon.

Delete the user's name in the "Created by" field and click on the

execute icon.

Choose /PO Display variant by double clicking or highlight and click on

.

Field
Name

Required Description of Field Content
(R) /
Optional
(O)

Purchasing
organization

O

1000 - AMS University of Toronto

Scope of
list

R

Defaults to BEST (Purchase Orders)

Selection
parameters

O

Defaults to "RECHNUNG" - Open invoices - Do NOT
change.
This selection parameter provides a list of all purchasing
documents where ordered items have or have not been
received and/or invoiced.

Purchasing
group

O

Enter Your Purchasing group (3 characters long). To
display the complete list of available selection
parameters and descriptions, use the matchcode button.
NOTE: The system will default to the last Purchasing
group used. Verify the data in this field before executing
the report.
TIP: If a range Purchasing groups is required, enter the
ending Purchasing group in the "to" field, or if more than
one single Purchasing group is required, click on the
and enter the Purchasing group(s) on the "Select Single
Value" tab.

Document
date

O

The creation date of the purchasing document.
TIPS:
To capture all Purchase Orders with outstanding
goods receipts or invoice receipts within your Purchasing
group, leave these fields blank.
To capture data for a specific from and to date, enter
a date in the first field (from) and an ending date in
the "to" field (i.e. the current date or the end of the
current fiscal year).

Click on

to execute the report.

Output Screen

Review the list of purchase orders and determine if the purchase order should be cancelled or finalized.
Cancel your purchase order if it meets the following conditions:
Goods have been received, but invoice has been paid for as "certified invoice"
Vendor can not supply the ordered items
Ordered items are no longer required and the vendor has been notified
Purchase order is obsolete (inactive purchase order)
If purchase order amount is less than $25,000.00 departmental user with PO Change authorization may
cancel the purchase order.
For instructions on how to cancel a PO click here.
Otherwise, send a request to Procurement Services to cancel purchase order equal or greater than $
25,000.00 or any purchase order created by Purchasing group 000 (Procurement Services).
End of procedure.

